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Cultivate & Supercharge 
Your Community With 
Reviews



We are proud to help 5,000+ fast-growing 
brands leverage their customers to grow 
bigger, faster!

Building trust and driving sales

Producing more qualified shoppers

Growing loyalty and CLTV 

Enabling better customer experiences



The best DTC brands trust Okendo



How many of you care about…

● Converting more traffic into sales?

● Establishing trust with your customers?

● Building customer loyalty?

● Increasing average order value and customer lifetime value?



Then you should care about building a 
community.



Reviews have become more important 
now than ever before.



of customers read product reviews 
before making a purchase

99.9% 



Customers are willing to spend

31% 
more with a brand that has excellent reviews



How do you build a community with 
reviews? 



1 Display content-rich reviews on 
your product page



Highlight what’s important to your customers



Highlight what’s important to your customers



2 Collect UGC from your 
community



Be Visual

90% of information transmitted 
to the brain is visual 

We process images
60,000x faster than text



Incorporate
customer photos

88% of of shoppers specifically 
look for photos and videos 
provided by other consumers 
before committing to a 
purchase.



3 Own the negative 
experience



Increase conversion by publishing negative reviews

★ Purchase likelihood peaks 
when the average star rating 
of a product is between 4.2 
and 4.5 stars

★ Negative reviews have a 
positive impact because they 
help establish trust and 
authenticity



Build trust by responding publicly to negative reviews



4 Collect valuable zero-party data 
directly from your customers



Zero Party Data - What is it? 

ZERO PARTY
Data proactively & 

intentionally given by 
customers

FIRST PARTY
Data collected by a 

company when customers 
interact with their brand

SECOND PARTY
1st party data shared by 
another company to your 

company

THIRD PARTY
Aggregated data from 

public/non public sources



Zero Party Data 
Why is it so important? 

● 80% of revenue is driven from 20% of 
customers. Retention is key.

● Make customers feel valued, engaged 
and respected

● Use owned marketing channels for 
cheaper, more personalized and more 
efficient communication



Personalize campaigns with zero-party data

● Collect review events & customer 
attributes

● Sync to ESP or SMS platform

● Create audience segments

● Send personalized, targeted 
campaigns
○ Product recommendations

○ Run out stock

○ Education pieces

○ Blog content

Okendo Cosmetics: Having 
trouble with your dry skin 
this winter? Try our new 
ultra-hydrating moisturizer.

Take 15% off at checkout
now with code 10WXYZ



Thank You!

Key takeaways

1. Collect and showcase useful 
attributes and UGC

2. Use negative feedback to your 
advantage

3. Use zero-party data to help drive 
hyper personalized communication



A Special Offer For 
Attendees

Get your first 60 days of Okendo FREE when you sign up before June 30th

www.okendo.io
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